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Dear Wave and Axis Readers,

I

I am delighted to present you with this
special issue of Wave and Axis, dedicated
to OSTEO~BLAST! — FMI’s first annual
conference, in honor of Ruthy’s 80th year.
The conference takes place October 20th to
24th in Greenfield, New Hampshire. I think you
will agree that the line-up of presentations
(see pages 3–5) is very enticing.
Ruthy will be sharing her latest innovations
in areas such as Conscious Eating,
Alzheimer's Prevention, and the Body
Language of Leadership. Evenings will be
devoted to round-table panel discussions,
such as BFL developments globally, and
building your own practice locally. The
afternoons will be full of workshops and
presentations, with a total of 16 presenters.
Whether you simply want to get more BFL
processes under your belt, or discover how
BFL has applications in so many different
fields, this conference clearly offers something
for everyone.
Congratulations to the hard-working
Osteo~Blast! Conference Planning Committee
(led by Catherine Wright), as well as to the
Program Committee (led by Anna Haltrecht),
all of which have done a stellar job putting
together a great first conference!

Ruthy, taken at Harvard Yard,
Cambridge, Massachusetts
April 2010

No doubt you will want to take advantage of
the Early-Bird discount and sign up before July
1st. Regular registration closes August 15th.
Looking forward to seeing you in New
Hampshire!
Chrish Kresge
Editor
Wave and Axis
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Here is our wonderful line-up of Presentations
for the Osteo~Blast! 2010 in New Hampshire:
Thursday

October 21

2:00–3:30 pm

a) The Science Behind the Magic — Understanding the Inner Mechanism for Lofty Lifers
Gail French
We love to get and feel tall. Why? Because human beings evolved as gravity-defying creatures. In this workshop we’ll
explore our primal need for stability at full height. We’ll discuss the anatomy, physiology, and neuromechanics of
getting and staying tall — how getting tall is much more than standing up straight. Discovering the science behind the
medley of BFL processes gives us a glimpse into facilitating core strength around our Axis, which allows each of us to
reach our personal potential.
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b) Matching Bones for Life Processes with Gentle Yoga Breath Awareness in order to meet
the movement needs of individuals with Parkinson’s Disease
Ann P. Foster
Individuals with Parkinson’s Disease find that “automatic movements” do not function well, or as experienced in the
past. To facilitate functioning in everyday life, developing mental control of movements is particularly helpful —
focusing on the breath, quieting the mind, and guiding mindful movements of the body. In this workshop breathfocusing techniques from yoga will be used to quiet and calm the mind, and then matched with several BFL
processes. This combination of yogic approaches and BFL processes is beneficial for individuals with symptoms of
Parkinson’s Disease. This workshop is appropriate for all levels of physical ability.
c) Exploring the Magic of the Bones for Life Axis Response — Building a Foundation
for Streamlined Posture, Power, and Bone Strength
Marcia Giudice
Through presentation, discussion, and guided movement explorations we will examine the BFL Axis response and
learn why it is the key to optimal posture, power, and bone strength. In particular, we will explore how this response is
a brilliant alternative to popular approaches to core strengthening. During this workshop Marcia will share the
processes, variations, and teaching strategies she has found most useful for teaching the Axis response; in the
second half you will also be guided to explore one of Marcia’s favorite sequences for facilitating it. And, hopefully, you
will leave feeling taller, more aligned, more powerful — and ready for your day’s next activity!

Thursday

October 21

4:00–5:30 pm

d) The Internal and External Sphincters of the Digestive Track
Denise Deig
In this experiential workshop Process #64 (Sphincters) will be expanded upon. We will locate the internal sphincters
of the Alimentary Canal and then link them with the external sphincters, which are easier to access. Stimulating
Chapman’s Neurolymphatic Reflex Points, as they relate to the internal sphincters, will be introduced as a self-care
activity. Through stimulation of these points, along with other movement activities, we will improve the functioning of
the sphincters. By clarifying this core structure we discover another internal level of Axis activity, and increase our
core strength in a unique, yet profound, fashion.
e) Bones for Life Concepts Applied to a Pilates® Mat Workout
Candia Garibay
Building posture is a naturally ongoing and cyclic process; we resonate with the environment and transform our
organization, which in turn shapes our surroundings. Posture is a continual dance with inner and outer space, a fluid
and ephemeral action. Through my experience with BFL I have discovered gentle and effective ways to cue my
Pilates clients for optimal lumbar pelvic stability during class, with the aim that their bodies remember how to arrange
themselves in the face of daily challenges outside of class. In this presentation I share some applications of, and
insights obtained from, the synergy of these two methods.
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f) Improving Flexibility with Bones for Life — Using the Wrap to Overcome Difficulties
Marco Antonio Hernandez Morales
In this workshop Marco will share his discoveries of playing with the Bones Wrap to help rehabilitate his father, who
®
suffered a stroke. Combining BFL processes, Feldenkrais Awareness Through Movement lessons, and a bit of
creativity, he has designed a half-dozen sequential lessons that explore the connection of the leg joints with the lower
back. He has also found these lessons to be beneficial for those with low-back pain, Carpal Tunnel syndrome, and
frozen shoulder.

Friday

October 22

2:00–3:30 pm
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g) Pilot Research: Bones for Life Classes Improve Function and Balance in Community-Dwelling Elderly Adults
Sheree D. Farber
The purpose of this study was to determine the efficacy of BFL as a method to facilitate improved functional status in
a group of community-dwelling elderly adults. Preliminary results of quantitative data demonstrate significant
differences over time with the group receiving a BFL course with respect to vitality, mental health, and a 20-second
step count. Preliminary analysis of qualitative questions, asked of all participants during an exit interview, indicates a
perceived improvement in Function (68.2%), in Balance (50.0%), in Posture (40.9%), and in Reduction of Pain
(31.8%). Sheree D. Farber completed this study with Carol A. Montgomery and Cynthia M. Allen.
h) Three-Minute Miracles — Creating and marketing presentations that quickly and dramatically
demonstrate how Bones for Life can help you feel younger and more alive
Tyr Throne
Would you like to make more money each year, feel more comfortable in front of groups of people, have more fun,
and get better results? Three-Minute Miracles will show you ways to create and market presentations that quickly
and dramatically demonstrate how BFL can help you feel younger and more alive. This experiential workshop will
give you tools for making effective presentations. We will explore which BFL processes and presentation styles
guarantee a “Wow!” response that gets participants in your pocket, hungry for more; how to quickly get rapport and
generate interest by creating a “knowledge gap” that stimulates curiosity and motivation; and how to relax yourself,
and your participants, by creating unforgettable “sticky” experiences — ones that participants can’t wait to talk about
with their friends — through using humor, metaphor, and storytelling.
i) Stable and Strong — A Fall Prevention Workout
Sonja Johansson
Maintaining independence is a major focus for a growing number of older people in the US, where 12% of the
population is already over the age of 65. This workshop will help you address the multiple systems that contribute to
the ability to maintain balance when standing and moving. As we age, changes to these systems can compromise
our ability to move safely. I have developed a quick-paced workout routine, based largely on the BFL program, that
addresses many motor and sensory deficits. Perfect for restricted or frail adults, this workout is both invigorating and
fun.

Friday

October 22

4:00–5:30 pm

j) Pelvis, Pelvis, Pelvis
Nancy Haller
We will explore the anatomy of the male and female pelvis, specifically the structural and functional variables that
make a difference in movement patterns. Recent research that views the pelvis from the beginning of life — in the
womb — sheds light on the difficulties incurred as we age. The many movements and restrictions of our pelvis
directly relate to other regions of our body. When we clearly understand the role played by our pelvis, it becomes
easier to mobilize and utilize. This presentation is appropriate for all who are curious.
k) How to Fall — Safely, in the Real World
Don MacKay
This workshop will address both the mental and physical elements of falling. The objective of the workshop is for all
participants to come away with a true feeling of knowing how to fall safely. The learning will take place in a safe and
comfortable environment. Past participants of this workshop have spared themselves serious injuries from falls.
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Saturday

October 23

2:00–3:30 pm

l) Bones for Life Spiral and Crown — Impacting the Health Care Community
Carol Montgomery
The key to building a reliable and successful bridge between the BFL community and Health Care Professionals is
knowing that “functional outcomes” [goals] drive not only reimbursement for services, but also drive which Continuing
Education programs professionals choose to study. Through video and slide presentations we’ll examine how BFL
processes #27 (Spiral) and #20 (Water Carrier Walk) are used with two clients. These clients are neurologically
challenged (with stroke, and traumatic brain injury) and struggle with turning, standing, and walking — basic functions
whose energy-efficiency and effortlessness are well facilitated, as functional outcomes, by the BFL curriculum.
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m) Kinematics of the Human Spine — Exploring the Underpinnings of Wave and Axis
Anastasi Siotas
Our spine is unique among mammals, since only humans have evolved the capacity to walk long distances upright
and to function well in the vertical dimension. In this workshop we will examine in detail the three distinct regions of
our spine — cervical, thoracic, and lumbar — and their respectively unique articulations. Knowledge of vertebral form
and function is useful in appreciating the distinction between distribution and transmission of forces through the spine.
Our potential to optimally use our spine is elegantly explored by Ruthy in the Wave and Axis processes. These two
patterns appear throughout the BFL material, and warrant further investigation.
n) Presence is All: Mining the Richness of Bones for Life for Presenting our Authentic Selves to an Audience
Deborah Elizabeth Lotus
Even people who are familiar with presenting their art form or their teaching skills before an audience are sometimes
prone to “stage fright” and loss of composure. How can we, as somatic educators, resolve this challenge for
ourselves — as well as help others to stay present, calm, and self-composed — in order to convey our offerings with
aplomb? We will discover the richness BFL offers us when preparing ourselves for presentations to an audience or
class. Not only will we improve our own “image of self” but we will also explore which BFL processes are most helpful
when working with musicians and other performers.

Saturday

October 23

4:00–5:30 pm

o) Stay in Balance
Christiane Feuerstein
This presentation is a report from an educational project in Austria, where BFL was introduced as a tool for “fall
prevention” to movement teachers of the elderly; this training helped upgrade the skills of 176 movement specialists.
Screenings of vision, hearing and living circumstances, as well as participants’ connections to local physicians,
hospitals and physiotherapists were all incorporated into the project. A publicity campaign conducted via radio, TV
and newspapers accompanied this project, and the local university of applied science evaluated the outcome. The
project, called Stay in Balance [2005–2008], was sponsored by the Initiative for Safe Communities, the Vorarlberg,
the Austrian Government’s Department for Elders, and the service institution Building without Barriers.
p) Put a Dance in Your Step
Anna Haltrecht
Add some fun and spark to your classes. Learn some simple dance steps to integrate with the BFL processes. Give
your students ideas of how to dance safely using the BFL concepts. In this workshop we will explore how different
styles of dance — salsa, tango, contact, free dance — relate to particular BFL processes. We bridge the learning
from the laboratory into full, fun movement through dance. For example, after Narrow Pelvis we explore salsa type
steps to find safe ways to laterally sway the pelvis; integrating Roman Sandals into dance gives students a clear idea
of the transmission of power from the feet; and dancing while wearing the Crown and Bones Wrap further strengthens
the benefits of these processes. My students love when I add dance and music into the program — yours will too!
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Report from Your FMI Board of Directors
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We are happy to announce that, at near mid-year 2010, our 4th year in existence, the Foundation of
Movement Intelligence has 115 members (up from 84 last year — over almost a 37% increase, and still
growing). This growth is all thanks to you! A big hug also goes out to Cici Runge, our tireless Membership
Committee Chair, for her undaunted efforts in reaching out to you, and welcoming you aboard.
Though by mandate a North American organization, FMI has members found around the globe, hailing
from Finland, Switzerland, Spain, Argentina, Australia and Japan. [Oh, and Israel, too — Thanks, Ruthy!].
We are truly having an international impact. At home, our one dozen Canadian members extend across
three Canadian provinces, and our 93 US members teach Bones for Life classes in just over half of
the fifty United States. Not bad!
By the time you read this, we hope to have in place our 2010 FMI Membership Directory — a
monumental effort, coordinated by Sonja Johansson, who is somehow managing to fit everyone in.
[Thank you, Sonja!] The directory can be downloaded from the Membership page on the FMI website.
By the way, we are in the process of revamping the Membership page for next year, to more accurately
reflect membership categories and benefits — in particular, being more explicit about our cherished
Teachers-in-Training.
As our ranks grow, so does our budget. We currently have a little over $25K in our bank account, enough
to just cover our costs at the upcoming Osteo~Blast! conference — even if no one attends. [Joke!]. But
we certainly hope that you do come! We are expecting about 100 participants, and you still have time to
register for the Early-Bird discount, which runs until July 1st. Lots of five-person cabin space remains,
but do hurry if you are planning to stay in one of the 24 available double rooms; as of this writing, half of
them have already been booked. More information about the conference — under the superb direction of
Catherine Wright, who has galvanized an enthusiastic team to support her — can be found at the FMI
website, here: http://www.movement intelligence.org/OsteoBlast.html And if you’d like to pitch in, it’s not
too late; please write Catherine at wrightleet@yahoo.com
If you are considering coming to the conference in October, but need some help to do so, consider
applying for financial assistance. Through the generosity of our community we have currently amassed
partial scholarship funds in excess of $1500. [Way to go, Bones Community!] Check out the Scholarship
Application form, also on the Osteo~Blast! page: http://www.movement intelligence.org/OsteoBlast.html
And if you’d like to lend a helping hand, we are still accepting checks at the FMI office [PO Box 694,
Portland, ME 04104] made payable to “FMI Events” and earmarked for the “Scholarship Fund.”
Another recent source of our funding has been through donations in honor of Marcia Giudice’s generous
initiative to share her 90 BFL Home Practice Summaries with the Bones Community. (See page 11, or
contact Marcia at mlg2001@yahoo.com for more details.). Thank you, Marcia! And thank you everyone
who made a contribution to us (and/or to Haiti).
We will be re-grouping after the conference to set our course for 2011, and hope you’ll be continuing on
that journey with us — perhaps more actively. For next year we would like to add additional FMI Board
members, and in particular we are seeking people with expertise and/or volunteer experience in the
areas of leadership, publicity, fundraising, and treasury. But anyone interested in helping steer our nonprofit organization is welcome to join us in 2011, as we begin to focus more sharply on Research and
Advertising. Just shoot us an email at info@movementintellifgence.org. Operators are standing by!
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In May of 2009 we held our first annual Bones for Life Day, with outdoor activities in Boston, New York,
and Washington, D.C. We intend to resume momentum on this in 2011. Our attention and resources this
year have been devoted to conferences — not just sponsoring our own, but also to putting in a wellreceived appearance at the NBC HealthExpo last January in Washington, DC. Much thanks is due all the
participants, under the leadership of Sandy Beber and Chrish Kresge (and coordinated by Board member
Linda Howell). Sandy has even written up pointers which she will be happy to share with you if you’d like
to put on your own event. Better than re-inventing the Bones Wrap . . . er . . . wheel!
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As your professional Bones for Life support organization, we are always on the lookout for ways to spread
the word about Ruthy’s work. If you have BFL projects under way which you feel FMI could support you
in, please contact us at info@movementintelligence.org. Jenny Groves, from Australia (whose report you
may read elsewhere in these pages) has even gotten us thinking about participating in the Women’s
Conference in California (which follows directly on the heels of the October Osteo~Blast! ). So don't be a
stranger; we sincerely look forward to hearing from you, and always welcome your initiatives and your
feedback!
And if you’re not already an FMI member, we hope you’ll sign up soon. [Cici’s goal is 150 people for
2010, so we’re more than 3 quarters of the way there.] In addition to being eligible for discounts (such as
attending the Osteo~Blast!) this year’s FMI members have access to the new Bones Process
Discussion group, as well as to a new (and relatively inexpensive) liability insurance plan just turned
up by board member Sheila Zangara. [Great sleuthing, Sheila!]
We hope you’ve enjoyed this brief peek behind the scenes of what is turning into a very busy year for us
(a year which also includes setting up our own new office [see page 9 — Ed.] in Maine — with fond
memories and appreciation for the many months Gretchen Langner housed us in her living room). Thank
you again for all your support. We hope you can make it to the Osteo~Blast! and look forward to seeing
you in New Hampshire during colorful “leaf-peeping” season.
Have a great summer!
Your FMI Board of Directors
Ruthy Alon
Doug Boltson
Linda Howell
Brian LaSalle
Hélène Lévesque
Cici Runge
Tyr Throne
Sheila Zangara
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Spotlight on AUSTRALIA
The Process of Teaching Processes:
Evolution of a BFL Trainer
by Jennifer Groves

Then I begin to teach Bones in order of sequence. I
would teach a separate six-week course, and those
students, after exploring the basics of Bones, would be
eligible to join my regular classes. This worked until I got
mid-way through Bones 3. I did this for a few years.

Background
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Hi, I am Jennifer Groves, the “Down Under” (Australian)
BFL Director, Trainer and Teacher.
In my twenties I traveled across northern Europe, overland
to India, Japan, and Asia for around five years. I was an
Iyengar Yoga teacher for a fifteen years, and worked at a
rehabilitation centre as my last employed job. Since then I
have been self-employed, at first running the Byron Bay
Yoga Centre for over a decade, then I trained as a
Feldenkrais practitioner in 2000. I have been in private
practice since around 1996. I run group classes and have
private clients. I came to BFL via watching a video of the
Perth Bones in 2002. I studied Bones 1 from this video,
over and over again, and began to add the work into my
groups. I mixed Bones with yoga and Feldenkrais ATM, and
then I began to mix Pilates stability work with the Bones
that I knew (working with theraband, overballs, etc.).
In 2004 I did Ruthy’s Wellington Bones 1, 2 & 3 (New
Zealand). And from that time onwards all I taught was BFL
in my group classes. I organised Ruthy’s Australian
Didactic and Chair workshops in Byron Bay, and then
Ruthy asked me to take on the role of expanding Bones in
Australia, a mantle that seemed to big for me. However,
Ruthy's faith in me and my faith in the work just carried me
on this journey. The personal support Bones had given me
just led me on a journey that is still continuing.
I live in Mullumbimby, a small country town of around 3,000
people, and am really quite isolated, and in one of the most
beautiful places on the planet. When I did the first Trainer’s
Training in New Hampshire in 2006 I was plugged into a
much wider network of support — beyond my community;
beyond my country. I served on the Certification
Committee, and from that experience the global picture,
and local picture, and national picture of Bones has just
kept me on this train.
For me personally, Bones has given me stability in my
joints. I have gotten out of the clutches of chronic pain, and
my students are developing functional assertiveness, which
is so glorious to witness.

After that I went through the competencies with my
groups — working through topics. Any new student sees
me privately once to have a Bones introduction, so that
people are simply not walking in cold to class. I did this
for a year or so. This was not always so easy for new
students, but it still worked.
This year I am targeting a specific student each class:
assessing what they need, and introducing the entire
class to this lesson. I am adding what I call “Bones warmups” before doing a process — lots of repetition, and then
going into a process. This entails reviewing “quick-fix”
BFL strategies. In this way I am trying to support the new
students with exploring a process, while the older
students and teachers get to see how I am mixing the
program to work it more individually, depending on the
group’s needs — more like a personal program. I am
finding lots of different ways to teach Wave and Axis, as
a quick review before a process. I feel like I have grown
into this, and could not have taught this way before.
I have around eight students per class, with a maximum
of ten. I could not do this as effectively with larger groups,
where the intimacy and my scanning would be not so
astute. This approach gives me more clues about how to
teach public workshops, and how to find my own way in
targeting a particular group’s needs, e.g., dancers,
movers, osteopaths, etc.
How I teach this work seems to be constantly changing. I
find that having a strategy, a clear intention of what I am
wanting to elicit, develops the more I teach BFL; it gets
more fine-tuned. In fact it is a “process” in itself — a
lesson that I am continually learning!
I also do contract work alongside psychologists, a
psychotherapist, and other allied bodywork and healthcare professionals at The Bay, an exclusive private rehab
facility where we employ relational and therapeutic
models of self-development and awareness. Working
there as a team, we very quickly bring our clients into
healthier lifestyle choices.

My Experience Teaching Bones

I would love to hear what other Bones Teachers and
Trainers have done over the years, and how they have
made adaptations in teaching this work.

I began by just teaching anything that made sense to me.
When Wave and Axis, and 20% Pressure, and Bouncing on
Heels were covered, I used any process from the 90. They
were mixed up. As I slowly got used to teaching core
classes, each month or so I would add a new process that
was not so clear for me. When teaching a BFL process that
I was not so familiar with, I would learn by teaching it. I did
this for a few years, until I could teach a much wider variety
of processes.

[Ed. note: Breaking new ground, Jenny is scheduled to teach
Bones for Life segments 1 & 2 this summer in South Korea.
You can check out the new BFL Hanguk website here:
http://bonesforlife.kr Congratulations, Jen! We wish you great
success! By the way, you can visit Jenny’s own blockbuster
Australian national website here: http://bonesforlife.com.au
Write to her at backbone@bonesforlife.com.au Backbone
indeed!]
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Reported by Gretchen Langner

As of April 1, 2010, FMI has relocated to a new office!
Our new address is:
FMI
145 Newbury Street
Portland, Maine 04101
All present and future FMI correspondence should be sent to this new address:
certificate fees, membership, donations, Osteo~Blast! registrations, etc. We will
keep our PO Box 694 until February of 2011 as we transition all communication
to this new address. The move has streamlined our operational efficiency, and
Lisa Tiemann, our office manager, has taken on greater responsibility. The office
is located in downtown Portland, within easy walking distance of all of our
necessary institutions — the bank, the post office, and the printer.
The office is simply one of about 15 cubicles in an open floor plan. The work
community at this space consists of independent entrepreneurs, and FMI fits in
well. We were notified of the space availability from an engineer, involved with
alternative wind energy, who overheard me talking about what we do. He and his
wife are enrolled in a Feldenkrais training! Spaces at 145 Newbury are desirable,
not only because of the unique community, but also because of the shared cost,
and the very pleasant setting. The building is an old Jewish Temple.
This is Lisa Tiemann, FMI’s office support person. Lisa has been working for
FMI for the past 2 years. She takes care of all our operational requirements,
and makes sure everything runs smoothly. Lisa is at our office one day each
week, on Wednesdays. Her email address is: fmibones@gmail.com. All
requests for certificates should be emailed to her. All other correspondence
should be mailed to the new address. Lisa participated in a 10-hour BFL class
that I offered in Portland in April and May. It was her first exposure to BFL
processes . . . and she now owns her own wrap!
As we transition to this new office, Lisa’s responsibilities are also increasing.
She will now handle all banking, printing, and mailing. She already issues
certificates, keeps spreadsheets of costs, notes all bank transactions for our
accountant, monitors membership applications, sends out membership
packages, and is in close communication with the FMI Board of Directors.
She will also now handle requests for, and the shipping of, Teacher Manuals.
If you would like to order Teacher Manuals, please email your request to Lisa:
fmibones@gmail.com. Checks can still be made out to “BFL” and sent
to Gretchen Langner, 87 Pine St., Portland, ME 04102.
Please note that, with Lisa’s current FMI work schedule of one day per week,
your requests are answered/responded to on a weekly basis. Remember to
factor in this timing when requesting both certificates and manuals!
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UPCOMING BFL TRAININGS
Announcing a BFL Didactic Training in Massachusetts, the week before the Osteo~Blast! Conference in NH
with Marcia Giudice, MS, OTR, BFL Trainer
October 11–15th, 2010
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This 30-hour workshop is designed for BFL Teachers-in-Training as well as for interested BFL students* and
teachers who wish to delve into the richness of BFL processes and the challenges of teaching them.
*Pre-requisite: Completion of BFL Segments 1, 2,& 3 and purchase of BFL Teacher’s Manuals
Hours: Monday 1 pm to 6 pm
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday: 9:30 am to 5:00 pm
Friday: 9 am to 1 pm
th

Cost: $550. ($525. with early registration by September 8 , 2010)
Location: My home studio in Wayland, MA; 30 minutes outside of Boston; accessible by bus from Logan airport
Registration: Pre-Registration is required by September 24th
Mail check (payable to Marcia Giudice)
®

®

Marcia Giudice, MS, OTR, Feldenkrais Practitioner and Bones for Life Trainer
78 Loker Street, Wayland, MA 01778, Tel: 508-358-5314
www.lifelongwellness.com
mlg2001@yahoo.com

Complete Bones for Life Training in Washington, D.C. 2010
The complete BFL program of 90 Processes is taught in three 30-Process Segments, and effectively
constitutes a training in optimal human biomechanics.
Convenient 3-day weekend format in Central Washington, D.C. for each Segment.
®
with Bones for Life Certified Trainers:
Sonja Johansson and Anastasi Siotas
®

BONES FOR LIFE Segment I:
®
BONES FOR LIFE Segment II:
®
BONES FOR LIFE Segment III:

Friday Sept 17, Saturday Sept. 18, Sunday Sept. 19, 2010
Friday Oct. 8, Saturday Oct. 9, Sunday Oct. 10, 2010
Friday Nov. 12, Saturday Nov. 13, Sunday Nov. 14, 2010

HOURS : Friday 12:30 pm – 7 pm, Saturday 10 am – 6 pm, Sunday 10 am – 6 pm
COST PER SEGMENT: Early Bird (14 days prior to each segment) — $450; $500 thereafter
*Repeating students (must have completed a BFL training) – $250 Early Bird;
$300 thereafter
For enquiries and enrolment, please contact Chrish Kresge at 202-431-1309, or email
chrish@chrishkresge.com
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Bones for Life with ILCMA

Columbus, IN, with Carol A. Montgomery, MSPT, GCFP, BFLT/T
Segment III June 11–14
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Boulder Hot Springs, MT, with Denise Deig, MS PT, GCFP, BFLT/T
Segment I July 16–19
Seattle, WA, with Denise Deig, MS PT, GCFP, BFLT/T
Segment III August 7–10
Florence, KY, with Cynthia Allen, GCFP, BFLT
Segment I September 17–20
Didactic opportunities:
August 12–16 with Denise Deig in Seattle, WA
August 26–29 with C ynthia Allen in Cincinnati, OH
Mentoring Workshop:
August 31 with C ynthia Allen in Cincinnati, OH
Find out more or even register at website www.integrativelearningcenter.org Telephone: (513) 827-0027;
email support@ilcma.com

A
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e

TRAINING MATERIALS

S
d
About
S BFL Home Practice Summaries written by Marcia Giudice:
i
t
f
I have
a written “Home Practice Summaries” outlining the Bones for Life (BFL) processes described in
f Teacher's Manuals © 2007 by Ruthy Alon. These summaries are organized into 3 electronic
thenBFL
e
PDFd format
files that I can email to you:
r
i
e
*n
Segment 1 contains summaries for processes # 2–30
n
g
* t Segment 2 contains summaries for processes #31–60
,
* i Segment 3 contains summaries for processes #61–90
a
f
t
Ther “Home
Practice Summaries” are intended to serve as reminders for students and teachers who
ibeen taught the processes in a BFL training or class. They include the basic steps of each BFL
have
o
o They do not include the full details needed to learn the process, e.g., background
process.
m
n
information,
safety considerations, instructions to rest, etc. I encourage everyone who completes a
!
BFLl training
segment to further their learning by purchasing the Bones for Life Teacher’s Manuals
®
created
by
Ruthy
Alon (2007), Founder of Bones for Life . For information on purchasing
e
W please contact Gretchen Langner at langnerdzign@gwi.net
manuals,
f
i
t
t Giudice, MS, OTR, Feldenkrais® Practitioner and Bones for Life® Trainer
Marcia
h Street, Wayland, MA 01778 Tel: 508-358-5314
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Wave and Axis Newsletter
Incorporated in the
state of Maine in 2007,
the Foundation for
Movement
Intelligence is a nonprofit 501(c)(3)
educational
organization dedicated
to promoting the
world’s best movement
practices in the service
of osteoporosis
prevention and
reversal.

FOR THE NEXT WAVE AND AXIS!
Wave and Axis needs your submissions! For the next issue,
deadline September 1st, I would like to focus on individual
members and their BFL practice, as well as on their extracurricular
activities. In short, a member profile. If you would like to write
about yourself, or someone in the FMI community whom you
admire, then please send me an article, photos, a poem.
Anything will be considered!
The Winter Issue of Wave and Axis will be devoted to reports
about the Osteo~Blast! Conference. Deadline is November 15th.

Our current Board
Members are:
Ruthy Alon
President and
Founder
Doug Boltson
Webmaster
Linda Howell, P.T.,
GCFP

Hélène Lévesque

Wave and Axis is published quarterly. We welcome all your articles (setting up a
practice, lessons learned, insurance issues, finding wraps and weights, processes
explored more fully, etc.) as well as your anecdotes, research projects, photos,
interesting links, upcoming BFL training dates, personal milestones (e.g., birthdays or
births), news of travel and teaching Bones in new places, recommended reading,
reports from trainings you have attended, discussions of processes, use of BFL in daily
life, etc. Any reasonable submission will be considered, space permitting.

Cici Runge, P.T.,
GCFP

The deadline for the next issue is September 1st, 2010. Please send your submissions
to:

Brian LaSalle
Treasurer

Tyr Throne, CFP
Sheila Zangara
GCFP

chrish@chrishkresge.com
With thanks to all for your contributions, help, and encouragement!
Chrish Kresge,
Editor

FMI coordinates activities
of North American
instructors of Bones for
®
Life in the U.S. and
Canada.

We ’re on the We b !
See us at:

www.movementintelligence.org
www.bonesforlife.com
Editor: Chrish Kresge
Proofreader:
Nancy Magnussen
E-Mail for submissions

In the Next Issue of Wave and Axis:
FMI Member profiles

chrish@chrishkresge.com
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